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Mamba worlds of fun

MambaMamba's lift hillWorlds of FunLocationWorlds of FunPark sectionAfricaCoordinates39-10-19N 94-29-26W / 39.171979 N 94.490561 W / 39.171979; -94.490561Coordinates: 39-10-19N 94-29-26W / 39.171979 N 94.490561-W / 39.171979; -94.490561StatusOperatingPadression open April 18, 1998 (1998-04-18)Cost$10 million General StatisticsTypeSteelMaducfacturerD.
H. Morgan ManufacturingDesignerSteve OkamotoTrack layoutOut and BackLift/launch systemChain lift hillHeight205 ft (62 m)Drop205 ft (62 m)Length5,600 ft (1,700 m)Speed7 121 km/h)Inversions0Duration3:00Max vertical angle66-Capacity1700 passengers per hourG-force3.5Height restriction48 in (122 cm)Trains3 with 6 cars. Runners are arranged 3 through in 2 rows for a
total of 36 riders per train. Fast Lane availableMamba to RCDBPictures of Mamba at RCDB Amba is a steel roller coaster located at Worlds of Fun in Kansas City, Missouri. Designed by Steve Okamoto and manufactured by D.H. Morgan Manufacturing, Mamba opened its doors to the public on April 18, 1998. It is classified as a hypercoaster, which is any coaster that exceeds 200
feet (61 m) in height or fall length, and costs $10 million to build. History In September 1997, Worlds of Fun announced that Mamba would be added to the park. [1] The ride would be a hypercoaster by D.H. Morgan Manufacturing. This would be the tallest tower in the park at 205 feet (62 m). [citation needed] The roller coaster would be located in the Africa section of the park.
Construction of Mamba began in October 1997 and was completed in early 1998. [citation needed] Mamba officially opened its doors on April 18, 1998. [2] Hiking elements 205 feet 1st hill 184 feet 2nd hill 580 helix at the speed 60 mph drop on the first hill 5 hills camelback including a double-up bump Trains 3 trains with 6 cars per train. The runners are arranged 2 through in 3
rows, for a total of 36 runners per train. [2] Ranking 7th longest steel roller coaster in North America (tied with Steel Force)[3] Golden Ticket Awards: Top Steel Roller Coasters Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 2 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Ranking 9[4] 20[5] 18[6] 22 4[7] 31[8] 28[9] 25[10] 26[11] 39[12] 40[13] 30[14] 3 [15] 50[16] Mamba at night Mamba as seen from outside
Mamba Park overlooking Coaster's Drive In Mamba dwarf Timber Wolf References - Mamba celebrates 20 years of thrills - Worlds of Fun. A b Marden, Duane. Mamba (Worlds of Fun). Roller Coaster database. Recovered on September 13, 2019. RCDB (North America) Length Record Holders. Preview 2018-05-24. Top 25 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 6B. August
1999. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 25 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. August 2000. Excerpt on 4 2018. - Top 25 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 6B. August 2001. Archived from the original (PDF) on October 19, October, Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 25 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 6B. September 2002. Archived with the original (PDF) on
October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 10-11B. September 2003. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 14-15B. September 2004. Archived from the original (PDF) on April 3, 2007. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller
Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 22-23B. September 2005. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun Today: 30-31B. September 2006. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. 11 (6.2): 42–43. September 2007.
Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. 12 (6.2): 42–43. September 2008. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. 13 (6.2): 38–39. September 2009. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19,
2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. 14 (6.2): 38–39. September 2010. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. Top 50 Steel Roller Coasters (PDF). Fun today. 15 (6.2): 46–47. September 2011. Archived with the original (PDF) on October 19, 2013. Excerpted October 4, 2018. External links
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mamba (Russian mountains). Official page Mamba at the Roller Coaster DataBase Excerpt from 200AnglishFrançaisDeutschEspa-olNederlandsPortuguêsItalianoSalish, FreeringsDeutschEspaolNederlandsPortalianoSvenskaSvenskaNederlandsPortuguêsItalianoSvenska? Page 700AnglishFrançaisDeutschEspa-
olNederlandsPortuguêsItalianoSvenska0 Most people will probably tell you that they hate snakes, but as much as you may not like them it is a snake you will love. Last spring, Worlds of Fun launched Africa's deadliest snake, the Mamba, into the park. Of course, this snake is the Mamba roller coaster, the newest hypercoaster built and designed by Morgan Manufacturing. Tailor-
made for of Fun, Mamba is one of the fastest, longest and tallest roller coasters in the world. Stretching for more than a mile, following a traditional out and back layout, Mamba offers a powerful bite for those who venture enough to ride it. From start to finish, Mamba keeps the riders on the edge of their seats, giving a thrilling non-stop ride. You have to stay alert or Mamba or the
deadliest snake in Africa can get the best out of you. The ride begins with the first bite of Mamba, a 205-foot drop, followed by the toxic adrenaline rush as you speed along the top speed of the 75 mph race. The second drop immediately after is called the surprise that Mamba takes his second bite with a fall of 185 feet, followed by another rush of snake poison, which you once
again reach a top speed of more than 70 mph. After the first drops, those who managed to survive will have to face the Mamba again as he curls up for his next attack. The next bite is a massive reel that sends daring runners through a single 580-degree rotation, at speeds above 60 mph! Flying out of the reel to avoid the snake, the riders continue on a hilly path on five camel
back bumps that send the unsuspecting rider out of his seat. One of the five bumps is an unusual double up bump with twice the airtime. As you continue to run from the snake, you quickly return to the safety of the loading station, with incredible stories to tell about how you survived an encounter with this deadly viper. But as we suspect, more than likely you will want to deal with
it again. As deadly as the bite may be in Africa, Mamba's bite at Worlds of Fun is harmlessly thrilling. Coaster Type: Hypercoaster Height: 205 feet Max Fall: 205 feet G-force: 3.5 G maximum speed: 75 mph Length: 5600 feet Layout: Out and Back Number of Trains: 3 - 28 Passenger Travel Time: 3 Minutes Opening Date: May 1998 Coaster Designer: Morgan Manufacturing
Location: Worlds of Kansas Fun City, Missouri Photos by Jeff Mast, used with permission. Mamba artwork courtesy of Worlds of Fun. All rights reserved. Worlds of Fun is closed for the 2020 season. See you in 2021! Find out more. Move on to the next welcome to the worlds of Fun's tallest and most iconic roller coaster! The MAMBA® was introduced to the park in 1998, and by
its inception it was one of the largest and fastest in the world! The exit of the MAMBA® has placed Worlds of Fun in an elite class of roller coaster parks. The The ride provides stunning views of the entire park, and even downtown Kansas City. Height requirement: 48 minimum Pass to the next section The MAMBA® starts by sliding 205 feet up to the first hill, and follows with a
gravity-defying fall of up to 75 miles per hour. This drop then rolls immediately into a second smaller 184-foot hill that will make you float in your seat! Then the spiral propeller that rises under the support beams the turn that seem uncomfortably close, but are actually out of reach. The MAMBA® then ends with a series of camel back hills that run along the two original hills. Other
rides you could enjoy 54 48 48 48 48
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